ONE MINUTE’S SILENCE
The Story in Pictures

Gain insight into the amazing illustrations in One Minute’s Silence via this commentary by
Michael Camilleri, and then answer the questions below.
WEB: allenandunwin.com-illustrators commentary – http://tinyurl.com/lu7e8ux
Why are girls from the class drawn
climbing out of the trenches?

What does the image of the fly
represent?

What did the ANZACs leave behind?

How has a student’s attitude changed
after one minute’s silence?

Use this Venn diagram to compare the story and drawings found in One Minute’s Silence with
those in In Flanders Fields by Norman Jorgensen and Brian Harrison Lever.
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ONE MINUTE’S SILENCE
Exploring Turkey
Search the web for details about Turkey. Mark these places on the map below: Istanbul,
Constantinople, Bursa, Cappadocia, Pamukkale Hierapolis and Konya.

Find a website about Turkey to explore and complete the chart below. Here is one example of a
website you could use: Turkey Facts for Children A to Z Kids Stuff – http://tinyurl.com/kuuubyk

Turkey
City lifestyle and culture

Native flora and fauna

Farming life and crops

Landforms

Neighbouring countries
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The Duck and the Darklings.
Inventing Words

Describe the meaning of these amazingly inventive words.

Duck and Darklings word

Your own meaning

wonderfulness
a downy heart
a glory bag
wanderlust
a curly brass tootle
Grandpa’s magnificent
remembery
Try to create two more fun offspring words like Duck and Darklings. They should have a name that
almost sounds like the real thing. On the back of this page, you can sketch your impression of what
they would look like.

Parent and young

Parent and made up word

Duck and ducklings

Duck and darklings

Swan and cygnets

Swan and singlets

Cow and calves

Cow and carts

Sheep and lambs

Sheep and lancers

Summarise The Duck and the Darklings with this story graph.
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